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Data is 
everywhere!

2

From reporting to digital PR 
tactics



Why do we love a data campaign?

Multiple 
angles

Linkable 
asset
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Credible



What does a 
data-led campaign 

look like?
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Unsurprisingly most campaign 
types involve data



Survey 
Campaigns
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Analysing responses 
and combining data 
points
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Index 
Campaigns
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Multiple factors 
to determine a 
ranking
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Generic 
Data-led
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Search volumes, 
social media data, 
proprietary data
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The Problem?
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@
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The Solution = DIY
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Key 
Functions
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01

02

03



Easy peasy 03

Coming up…
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01

02 Solid foundation

Tricky

Tips and tricks
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@

This is one most will 
know. To add together 
the contents of a series 
of cells, use the SUM 
formula:

=SUM(start of 
range:end of range)

SUM
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Easy Peasy01
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Similar to SUM but this 
returns the average 
over a range.

=AVERAGE(start of 
range:end of range)

AVERAGE
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Easy Peasy01
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This formula makes 
finding out the 
percentage difference 
between two cells easy, 
perfect for reporting 
growth. 

=(Cell1-Cell2)/Cell2

% DIFFERENCE
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Easy Peasy01
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This allows you to count 
the instances or 
mentions within a 
dataset.

=COUNTIF(Range, 
“word” or cell)

COUNTIF
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02 Solid foundation
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COUNTIF example
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02 Solid foundation

Counting the number of times tech 
skills appeared on job descriptions 
and applications.
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This ranks numbers in a 
selected range from 1 to 
the number of cells there 
are:

=RANK(Cell,Range,1)
lowest to highest

=RANK(Cell,Range,0)
highest to lowest

RANK
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02 Solid foundation
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For working out the best and 
worst for each factor in an 
index campaign.

RANK example
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02 Solid foundation
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Vlookup looks at a range of data and retrieves the data 
that corresponds to the cell you are looking up.

=VLOOKUP(reference cell,range,column number to 
retrieve data from,FALSE)

VLOOKUP
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02 Tricky03
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If you need to match up postcodes 
to places in order to align multiple 
datasets.

VLOOKUP example
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02 Tricky03
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When you need to count the frequency of mentions but you 
have two criteria:

=SUMPRODUCT((range=first data point),(second 
range=second data point))

SUMPRODUCT
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02 Tricky03
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If you need to discover a total based 
on two criteria such as county and 
their survey question answer

SUMPRODUCT example
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02 Tricky03
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This returns which of the ‘things’ you are analysing 
comes out on top in your specified range.

=INDEX(Thing Range,MATCH(MAX(Column/Row 
range),Column/Row range,0))

INDEX MATCH MAX
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02 Tricky03
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If you are analysing 
which is the most 
popular in each 
country based on 
search volume, this will 
return the answer.

INDEX MATCH MAX example
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02 Tricky03
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Tips & 
Tricks
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04



@

● Remove duplicates
● Trim white spaces
● Remove irrelevant 

data points
● Remove blank 

rows

CLEAN!
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02 Tips & Tricks0304
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Formula not working?

Make sure you FREEZE sections by top and tailing them 
with $.

$$$
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02 Tips & Tricks0304
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Once happy with the function/formula results 
remember to paste values only!

Cmd/Ctrl + Shift + V or right click > paste special > 
values only

Values only
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Combine the contents of several cells with either a space 
or any character in between.

=(Cell1&“ ”&Cell2)

Combine
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In Practice
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UK’s 
Spookiest 
Places
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Data-led 
Campaign



03

02

01
Most haunted 
county

The headline goals

04

05

06
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Most haunted 
UK city

Best haunted 
road trips

Most haunted 
London Boroughs

Regional focused 
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The data was a mess
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Combine cells for an address
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From this:

To this:

Using:
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Turn postcodes into boroughs
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From this: To this:

Using:
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Counting haunting occurrences
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From this:
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Counting haunting occurrences
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To this:
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Counting haunting occurrences
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Using:
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Counting types of hauntings
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From this:

To this:
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Counting types of hauntings
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Using
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The 
Results?
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43 pieces of 
coverage

In just one month

2030+ social 
engagements

From just those that linked 
to the campaign page

2 award wins & 
1 nomination

UK content award & 
Global search award



Practise 
Makes 

Perfect!
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Practise the formulas 
without risking client 
data campaigns!

Formula 
worksheet
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To download visit: 
Impression.co.uk/blog/online-pr-show-data-for-DPR

https://www.impression.co.uk/blog/online-pr-show-data-for-DPR


Thank you
@oh_my_gemma


